
ATTACHMENTS

Our clamp buckets are an advanced concept in 

attachments and offer superior functionality. 

The exceptionally durable bucket is fitted with 

a ‘thumb’, allowing the operator to pick up items 

while still moving within the full crowding range 

of the excavator. 

These heavy duty buckets are fitted with an 

oversized cylinder which provides extra pressure 

and allows the operator to bran and move 

extremely large items. Ears are positioned on 

both sides of the cylinder to protect it from 

any damage. A check valve is fitted to prevent 

the dropping of any item, should the excavator 

suddenly lose hydraulic pressure. 

From handling waste, brush and logs, moving stones, pipes and landscaping materials, the bucket 

is suited for a wide range of applications. It is particularly suited on demolition sites, where the 

extra functionality makes it ideal for everything from tearing down concrete structures, sorting 

debris, and separating steel from rubble and loading it onto trucks. 

CLAMP BUCKETS

TRENCHING SPADE
Our trenching spades are designed to be used in clay and other sticky 

materials where the clogging of a conventional trenching bucket can cause 

problems. Complete with a Hardox cutting edge, this attachment is brilliant 

for precise trenching where accurate and clean trench walls are required. 

We have a range of different widths available to suit machines from 1 - 30 

tonnes, and can manufacture one specifically to the dimensions you require. 
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ATTACHMENTS

CHUBB THUMB
This is the genuine article. This legendary chubb thumb is built in 

New Zealand. With over 4,000 chubb thumbs out there and doing 

it every day, this design is well proven and has stood the test of 

time over the last 40 years. 

Chubb thumbs are great for picking up rocks or logs when 

needed, and the attachment is easily folded away and locked 

when not in use. Our chubb thumbs have a unique self-locking 

system where the cylinder locks over centre so the thumb is 

hydraulically locked in place by the ram. This holds the thumb 

neatly in place when not in use without the need for locking pins, 

meaning the operator does not need to leave the cab of the 

machine. This ensures the thumb is always there when needed. 

With a simple design and robust construction, our chubb thumbs 

also come with a 24 month warranty.

STICK RAKE
These are the ultimate attachment for land clearing, rock sorting, 

recycling, and loading. They’re made from high-quality steel and 

will handle the rough treatment stick rakes are expected to 

endure. These rakes allow you to move vegetation but leave the 

soil behind, such as raking up loose stone and sifting rock from 

soil piles. The shape of the rake is designed to allow the operator 

to easily scoop up the materials. When working with trees, the 

logs will sit nicely in the rake without sliding out. 

The rake can easily be turned around and used in a push-away 

from the machine motion. 

1 - 30 TONNE MACHINES

1 - 30 TONNE MACHINES
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